
PROJECTILE MOTION IN ARISTOTLE',S PHyS. O. 10

In Phys. @. 10 Aristotle sets out to show that the prime mover lacks parts or
magnitude, which means that the prime mover is immaterial. In order to do
this he first proves three lemmas: (a) no finite material body can cause eternal

motion (Phys. 266aL0-23\, (b) no finite material body can have an infinite
E6vapug (Phys. 266a23-b6) and (c) no infinite material body can have a finite
E6vaprg (Phys.266b6-24)t.At the end of Phys. @. 10 (267b17-26) tuistotle
concludes from (a) and (b) that the prime mover cannot be a finite material
body; the complementary conclusion that the prime mover cannot be an
infinite material body follows not from (c), as one would expect, but from
the fact that the existence of infinite material bodies has already been ruled
out gv toTg guotxoiqz.In this paper I will attempt to answer two questions

arising from the fact that, after establishing (a)-(c) and before drawing one
prong of his conclusion from (a) and (b), Aristotle embarks on an explanation

of projectile motion and a critique of a rival theory which explains projectile

motion by means of the dv:*nep(oaq.oLq (Phys. 266b28-267a20): is
Aristotle's explanation consistent with his theory of motion and how does
this explanation, as well as the crit ique of the rival theory, bear on its
context?3

Aristotle credits the ,&vtlnep(oraotg theory to some anonymous thinkers

1. Ar istot le opens Phys.@.10 by laying down the conclusion he aims at ,  i .e.  that  the pr ime

mover lacks magnitude, and notes that he will establish first some preliminary results, one of
which is (a): "Orl Ei to6r' &pepig &valxcxiov etvar xai prrl8iv 6Xerv ptdye0og, v6v ),6yr,rprev,
npritov nepi rrilv npordpov a0to0 Dropioavre6. to6tov E' Bv pdv iotw 6tr o01 oi6v te ori8lv

nenepaoprdvov xrveiv &nerpov 1p6vov (266a10-13). (b) and (c) are by implication two further
preliminary results; cf. I7. D. Ross, Aistotle's Plrysicg Oxford 1936, p. 721.

2. That ir, in Phys. f . 4-7 and Cael. 1.5-7; cf. D. Graham, Aristotle's Physics, Book VIll,
Oxford 1999, p.  17l .

3. Phys. @. 10 raises a host of other problems. It is clear why a finite material body cannot be
the prime mover in view of (a) - Aristotle has posited the prime mover in order to explain the
eternity of motion on the cosmic scale (Phys. 267b24-25) and, if a finite material body cannot
cause eternal  mot ion,  the pr ime mover cannot be any f in i te mater ia l  body:  (a) ,  however,  is
riddled with difficulties (see Graham [above, n.2], pp. 167-170) and it is by no means clear what
material bodies Aristotle has in mind in this proof. Equally unclear is why a finite material body
could be a fitt ing candidate for the prime mover if, as follows from (b), this body had an infinite
66vaptr,g or why Aristotle bothers to prove (c) since at the end of Pbys. @. 10 he does not uti l ize

th is resul t .
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who can only be Plato and perhaps other members of the Academy who had
adopted theTimaeus physicsa. Plato notes in passing atTim.79e10-80a6 that
projectile motion as well as other phenomena are to be explained in the same
manner as the successive processes of exhalation and inhalation, which for
Plato are typical cases of what Aristotle calls &vtr,nepioraorg. In exhalation a
quantity of air is expelled from the lungs but, since there is no vacuum to
receive it, the expelled air displaces a contiguous quantity of air which also
displaces another quantity contiguous with it and so on unti l a last displaced
quantity of air is driven into the lungs, i.e. the place vacated by the exhaled
quantity of air (Tim. 79bl-cl); this air is driven into the lungs through the
pores in the skin and is also expelled through the pores setting off a second
d.vrtnep(o^cd.oLr- that forces a quantity of air into the respiratory passages
(Tim.79cl-d1)5. dvttnepioraoug is thus a type of motion necessitated by the
absence of vacuum and is l ikened by Plato to a turning wheel (Tim.79b7-cl).
For a proponent of  &vt lneptoro.org,  as Barnes puts i t ,  , ,mot ion does not
require any vacancies. Let b occupy p up to /: then a may move to p at / pro-
vided that there are two ser ies of  bodies,  cr . . .cn and dr. . .d^ such that,  f i rst ,
the places occupiedby a,b,  each ciandeachd;are al l  ident ical  in shape and
size, and, second, a is contiguous with c1, c1 with c2, ...cr_1 with c,, cnwith b,
b with dt, dt with d2, d*-1 wrth d^, and d^with a. Then a may move to p at
l, provided that each of the contiguous bodies moves, at the same time and at
the same speed, to fi l l  i ts neighbour's position. Imagine a card circle, divided
by two diameters into quarters labeled e,  c,  b,  d. .At  t  revolve the c i rc le
through 180";  then 4 comes to occupy the place of  b;  and at  no t ime is any
part of the circle empty"6. Although Plato does not explain how the dvrtrce-
pioraotq is supposed to account for projecti le motion, he seems to assume
that the thrown projecti le displaces contiguous quantit ies of air and is thus
moved by the quantity of air which instantaneously flows round to the place

4. Cf .  Simpl ic ius,  In Phys.  135I .28-29 (Diels) : 'Enet6i1 6 i  6 'Ald(avEpoq tor j  l l t r r i rc , rvoq
66{av eivai grlotv rb xat& d,vtlnep[oraorv y(veo0at div rri:v prntoupdvov x[vrlorv [...].

5.  A concise descr ipt ion of  Plato 's account of  respirat ion is  g iven by Ar istot le,  Resp.  472b13-
20: t\u6vrog T&p E(ro tou OepptoD Er,& ro0 or6panoq, rbv neprdlovra dr0o6pevov &dpa
gep6ptevov ipninterv eig tdv adtbv r6nov grloi 6r,& pavriv o0o6v t6v oapxriv, 60ev rb ivtdq
i[1er Oepp6v, Er& tb prlE]v eival xevdv avttnepuotapdvcov ri].],11).org' 0eppavOdvta 6] nritrrv
i(rdvar, xat& tbv aOtbv r6nov, xai neptar0eiv eloo Dr,& toD ot6paroq tdv adpa tov
ixninrovra 0epp6v' xai to6ro Ei1 Ente).eiv d,ei nolo0vrac,, dvanvtovrac, te xai ixnvdovtag.
Cf. Galen, Plac. Hipp. et Plat.8.8-9.

6. J. Barnes,The Presocratic Philosophers, vol. 2, London 1979, pp. 98-99. Cf. Simplicius, /n
Phys. 1350.3I-36 (Diels): avtrnepioraorg 6d iotv, 6tav i(coOoupdvou rrvbq otirpatoq unb
or,rptatog avrcr),),ayi1 y6vrpar rdrv c6zrcov, xai tb ptv i(co0i1oav iv tQ ro6 i(co0ri06vrog ori
:-6rro, td Di i(ofu0iv tb npooeXig e[<,rOn xcti dxeivo td il6prevov, 6tcrv ntrelova fi, Erq &v rb
Eolatov iv rri r6nal ydv4tar, toO npotou i(o0r]oavtoq.
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vacated when the projecti le is moved by the thrower so as to prevent the
formation of a vacuumT.

fuistotle does not reject dvtrnep[oaq.oL;i he admits that this type of loco-
motion takes place in water or air but contends that it is not sufficient to ex-
plain projectile motion because the &vtr,n eptoraotg in air stops as soon as a
quantity of air f inds itself in the place originally occupied by the projecti le
before it was moved by the thrower (Phys. 267al5-20)". On Aristotle's ac-
count of projectile motion the thrower of the projectile does not simply move
contiguous quantities of air, as must be the case on Plato's account, but some-
how enables a quantity of air to move the projecti le, for air and water are
capable of both moving something and being moved by something (Pbys.

267a2-5). Air does stop being moved as soon as the thrower of the projecti le

stops moving it (equivalently as soon as a displaced quantity of it occupies the
place vacated by the projectile) but at the same time it somehow moves a con-
tiguous quantity of air which moves the projectile further and so on (Phys.

267a5-8). The projecti le is thus moved by a chain of derivative contiguous
movers after it is detached from the thrower (Phys.267al4-15: o0 y&p Ev tb
xrvo6v, d).), '  iX6peva d).). l).cov; cf. Phys.267bI2-15).Graham, the most re-
cent commentator of Phys. @, objects that Aristotle's explanation nremains

rather ad hoc: nothing else wi l l  explain the phenomenon of  project i le

motion, so this must be the correct explanation. But an objector might fairly
ask why it is that a derivative mover is a mover? \flhat other event accounts

for its being a mover, given that when the original mover (or some original

mover) is not in contact with it, i t does not move anything? [...] The only

properties which air seems to have are hotness and wetness (GC II. 5,

330b4), neither of which is a proper candidate for sustaining an active power

of mot ion"e.  Graham concludes that in Phys. 266b28-267a20 "Ar istot le
seems to be flirting with an impetus theory"lO and that, as a consequence, his

7. Cf. Plutarch, Plat.Quaesr. 1005a10-13: t& EE ptnto6pevcr pripri tbv &dpa oXi(er pret&

ntrlynq ipneo6vrcr xai 8liotqorv' 6 Di nepppdov dn[oo, tQ g6orv 61euv &ei d1v iprlpou-
prdvr'1v Xalpav Dlorxerv xai avan).4poOv ouvdnercrr td) &gr,ep6vrp tilv xivlouv ouvernraX6vorv.

There is ,  however,  no evidence inTim.79el0-80a6 that  for  Plato the act ion of  a i r  increases the

in i t ia l  speed of  the project i le.

8. As Simplicius puts it, &vtrnep(ard.oLs cannot explain projectile motion because projectile

mot ion causes avtmepiord.oLq,  is  not  caused by i t  ( ln Phys.  L35l . I2-L6 [Diels] ;  xcr i  1dp
avtrneptoraoea6 piv yr,vopdvlg I xivrlolq €nrtetrEicar,, od prilv 6l& rilv dvttnepiotaor.v. drq

y&p ini tou pa8i(ovroq avttzrepiotaorc, piv 1ivetar,, od pilv toO Ba8i(erv f1 dvttnepiotoo4

c.irio-, obtal xai ini triv prntoupdvov &trtro rl tlg xrv{oeoq dirnv iotrv, xai o0Xi f1 avct-

nepioraotq).

9 .  Graham (above ,  n .2 ) ,  p .  174 .
10. This view is elaborated by E. Hussey,Aristotle'sPhysics: BooksIlI and IV, Oxford 199I,

pp.230-236.
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views on projectile motion ,,undermine his own mechanics, and ultimately
require a rethinking of his first principles"rr.

A second problem with the account of projectile motion in Pbys. @. 10
seems to have gone unnoticed. Aristotle does not give any clue as to how this
account ties in with its context but the question is inevitably raised: why does
he embed a critique of Plato's explanation of projectile motion and his own
explanation of this type of forced motion in an elaborate argument to the
effect that the prime mover is not a material body? There is a tendency to
isolate Aristotle's explanation of projectile motion from its context and treat
it as a self-contained essay on the type of motion whose explanation played
an important role in the development of classical mechanics. This tendency
certainly smacks of the, often unavoidable, teleological approach to the
history of science 12 and, though it does bring out the (sub specie posteritatis)
weak points in Aristotle's account, it loses sight of the central fact that, no
matter how strenuously the explanation of projecti le motion might have
exercised Aristotle, Phys. @. 10 is the most unlikely context for what is
rightly taken to be his final views on the topic. One cannot plausibly assume
that in Phys. @. 10 Aristotle is interested in projectile motion per sei he must
be concerned with projectile motion in so far as this forced motion bears on
the task he sets himself rn Phys. O. 10, namely to show that the prime mover
cannot be a finite or an infinite material body.

Aristotle's explanation of projectile motion is in many respects unsatisfactory
but not in that he cannot account by his own lights for how air is able to
move the projectile as Graham takes it. Hotness and wetness are not the only
properties of air. This element also moves naturally downwards or upwards
(cf .  Phys.2l5a29-33,Cael.  310a16-20) and in Cael .  3.2,  where Ar istot le
argues that the elements do have a natural motion, he accounts for the forced
motion of the elements by an analogy with projectile motion (3 0 1b 1 7- 3 1 ) : as
a projecti le is moved by a series of consecutive moved movers, that is air
masses (cf. Phys.266b28-267a20), a mass of an element is similarly forced to
move exclusively by the action of air. Air is by its nature both heavy and light
(Cael. 30Ib22-25) so that, when e.g. a stone is thrown (the example Aristotle

l l .  G raham (above ,  n .2 ) ,p .  L75 .
12. For an excessive reaction to this tendency see H. S. Lang, The Order of Nature in

Aristotle's Physics,Cambridge 1998, p. 213, who objects to the sheer use of the sslrn "projectile
motion" in discussions of Aristotle's physics: by her l ights this term (is associated with problems
concerning the dynamics of  moving bodies,  and these problems are not  found in Ar istot le 's
physics because they represent and require concepts entirely foreign to both his science and his
determinate worldr.
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uses in Cael.30lb17-3I), air can force this piece of earth to move upwards

inasmuch as it is light and thus moves naturally upwards. In order to account

for how air is assumed to move the projecti le in Phys. @. 10 Alexander of

Aphrodisias suggested that air is made self-moving by the thrower of the

projecti le and supported his suggestion by referring to Cael.3.2- as soon as

air stops being moved by the thrower of the projecti le, it becomes self-

moving in that it moves naturally thereby forcing the projectile to move13. In

Phys. @ natural motion is not of course self-motion in the strict sense of the

term but any naturally moving body is set in motion by an agent who makes

it move naturally (Phys. 254b33-256a3) and in the case of projectile motion

this agent should be identified with the thrower of the projectile.

The event which, as Graham puts it, accounts for air being a mover of the

projecti le i.e. for its being made to move naturally so as to move the

projecti le, is the thrower's moving the projecti le in air. In Phys. 216a27-29

Aristotle notes that, as a cube submerged in water displaces an equal volume

of water, similarly anything moving in air displaces a volume of air equal to

its own volume; in general placing anything in a body (i.e. in an element)

which cannot be compressed and thus can only be displaced necessarily

results in a displacement of this body in the direction in which it is displaced

by nature. In view of Phys. 216a27-29 a part of this element is displaced

downwards or upwards, if the natural motion of this body is downward or

upward as is the case with earth and fire respectively; alternatively, a part of

this element can be displaced in either direction if the element in question

can move by nature in either direction (Phys. 216a29-33: water and air are

both heavy and light and so they can move naturally either upwards or

downwards; cf. Cael.30lb23-25). By moving, therefore, a projecti le in air so

as to throw it the thrower displaces a quantity of air from the place where it

naturally rests thereby making it move naturally but, since air cannot be

compressed, the displaced quantity of air can only displace another quantity,

which is also made to move naturally, and so on - that is, the thrower of the

projectile sets off an &vtrzcepiotaotq of air masses.

Moving a projecti le in air has the same effect on this element as the

impact of a chunk of earth would have on the already accumulated earth if,

as Ar istot le hypothesizes tn Cael .  297aL2-30, the spher ical  Earth were

13 .  Apud  S imp l i c ius ,  In  Phys .  1346 .29 -1347 .2 ,  1347 .31 -37  and  1348 .12 -15  (D ie l s ) '

Assuming that  the account of  project i le mot ion inCael .3.2 is  consistent  wi th rhatPhys.  @. 10,

Lang (above, n. l2), pp. 213-214 argues that in l ight of Cael. 3.2 the air moves a projectile as any

container moves what is  contained in i t .  Al though a project i le is  undoubtedly contained in a i r ,

nothing in Cael. 3.2 or Pbys. @. 10 suggests that Aristotle accords to this f.act any explanatory

role.
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formed by chunks of earth which move naturally towards the center of the
universera. Impacting on earth which has already settled around the center
(and is not naturally moving any more), a naturally moving mass of earth
would displace a chunk of earth from its natural resting place. Since,
however, the displaced earth can nothing but move naturally towards the
center displacing the earth in f ront ,  each impact causes a chain- l ike
displacement of parts of the Earth as the larger ones displace the smaller ones
in front and make them move naturally so that they are 2ll "pushed together
and make way for one another> unti l they finally come to rest in equal
distances from the center, filling up every available place and thus forming a
spherers.  Since parts of  earth can nmake way for one another,  only by
undergoing &vttnepioraotql6, by moving a projectile in order ro throw it the
thrower must also displace successive parts of air from their resting places
and cause them to be "pushed together and make way for one another, as
they all strive to rest equally close to their natural place and fi l l  up every
available part of it.

One of these quantities of naturally moving air necessarily winds up in the
place vacated by the projectile when it was moved by the thrower, exactly as
a l iquid rushes instantaneously in the wake of anything moving through it
(otherwise there would ensue a temporary vacuum). Although this quantity
of naturally moving air stops being moved by the thrower as soon as it settles
in the place the projecti le left, i t is simultaneously contiguous with the
projectile and naturally moving, for it cannot gradually fill the place vacated
by the projectile when it was moved by the thrower (otherwise there would
ensue a temporary vacuum). Thus a quantity of naturally moving air assumes
the thrower's role as the mover of the projecti le in virtue of its natural
motion: it propels the projectile by overwhelming the projectile's downward

14. Lang (above, n. l2), p. 214 also relates Aristotle's thought experiment in Cael. 297a12-
30 to h is account of  forced mot ion in Cael .3.2 but  she seems to assume that  rhe thought
exper iment bears on the mot ive act ion of  natural ly  moving ai r  which in Cael .3.2 expla ins why
the natural motion of e.g. a stone is made faster, not why a thrown stone is forced to move
unnaturally.

15. Cael. 297a8-12: oy\p.a 6' Elerv ogarpoer8Eq avayxaiov a6tr1v' txaorov ylp rtov

l.topit^rv \opoq Elet pdXpr, npbg cb p6oov, xai tb ELattov 6nb ro0 prei(ovog <ir0o6prevov or)X
oi6v te xupaivetv, a).).d ouptnd(eo0ar, p&),),ov xai oulXa:peiv Erepov ttdpc.o, Eorg &v E),01 dni
rb pdoov. By the earth pieces' making way for one another (oul.Xopeiv €tepov Erdpq) so as to
be impossible for a bulge to form (o61 oi6v te xupalverv) Simplicius, In Cael. 542.27-30 (Diels),
understands their coming to occupy one another's place by &vrrnepiotaotq: tb o0X ol6v re
xupaivetv einev dvti toO OnoXarpeiv xai dvtlnepriotaoOar tQ ntreiovr tb Etrattov' to6ro y&p
rd 61pa naoyeq ini 6i t6v tiq y{g popicov n6\erat p&},},ov rb E},artov 6nd toO prei(ovog
xai oup.rrtrtiaaeadL i) oulXopei Etepov 6tdpral. Cf . Phys.2l7al0-20.

16.  See the previous note onCael .297a8-L2.
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natural motion in that the projectile's forced motion is faster than its natural

motion (Phys. 2l5al4-17). Since, however, the projecti le's forced motion

sets off a new round of &vtcn ep(oraorq in air, the projecti le is forced to

move further by a new part of naturally moving air which appears in the

wake of the projecti le as a result of the dvtlnepio'cd.oL;. This self-sustained

process lasts for as long as the forced motion of the projecti le by quantit ies of

naturally moving air is faster than its natural motion (Pbys. 243a16-b2;

Aristotle does not explain why the forced motion of the projecti le gradually

slows down so that its natural motion eventually asserts itself)17. In this light

the chain of  der ivat ive cont iguous movers which move the project i le

according to Phys. 267a14-I5 can be plausibly understood as the contiguous

quantities of air along the trajectory of the projectile: for it is these quantities

of air which, being successively displaced by the projecti le as it moves along

its trajectory, trigger each round of dvtrnep(oraotg and thus lead to suc-

cessive quantities of naturally moving air forcing the projectile to move on.

That rnPhys. @. 10 Aristotle is interested in projecti le motion in so far as this

forced motion bears on his argument that the prime mover cannot be a finite

or an infinite material body is strongly suggested by the dnopia in Phys.

267b9-17. Afrer his account of projecti le motion (Phys. 266b28-267a20)

Aristotle summarizes the conclusions he has reached before Phys. @. 10, i.e.

that there is a primary, continuous and eternal cosmic motion which is of a

single body (i.e. the sphere of the fixed stars) and is caused by an unmoved

mover on the ci rcumference of  the cosmos (Pbys. 267a21-b9).  ln Phys.

267b9-17 he then asks whether it is possible for a moving mover to cause

continuous motion not (l) in the same manner as what pushes repeatedly but

(l l) in such a manner that the continuity of motion l ies in contiguous suc-

cessionrs. For either (l ') the same moving mover must always push what is

moved or pull i t or both, or (II") there must be a succession of moving

movers as is the case with projecti le motion where, since air is divisible, the

projecti le is moved by different quantit ies of movinE av[t. Aristotle here

17. On rhe accounr of projectile motion in Phys.266b28-267a20 this motion desists (a)&av

aei i),dttov f1 D6vapr,g ro0 xrveiv i lyiyvrital t6 iXoprdvot (267a8-9; tb i l6pevov is each

successive quantiry of air) and (b) 6rav ptrix6tt norrlol tb np6tepov xtvotiv, atr).& xrvo6pevov

p6vov (267a9-10; xrvoOv and xrvo6ptevov qualify the last quantity of air to move the projectile).

(a)  must  impl ic i t ly  lay down the threshold condi t ion for  (b)  to obtain and is  equivalent  to the

stipulation in Phys.243al6-b2, for in Phys. 266a26-28 | itr<ittc,.rv 66vaptg is defined in terms of

how fast the motion or change it causes is.

18. Phys.267b9-11: EXet 6'anopiav ei iv8dXeta[ tr xtvo6pevov xtveiv ouveyiq, ctl la pi1

dionep rb dr0oDv nritrtv xcri ztd),rv, tQ ige{aq eivat ouveldrq.

19. Phys.267blt-15: t y&p aJtb EEi aei. dr0eiv i; EtrxEuv t &pgt, i i 6tep6v tu ixDeX6pevov
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considers two possibilities: a single moving mover causes continuous motion
by pushing what is moved repeatedly or pull ing it repeatedly or both (l- l ');
continuous motion is due to successive moving movers and thus parallel to
projecti le motion (l l- lf l20. In either case, fuistotle proceeds ro argue, morion
is not one but merely successive so that continuous motion can be caused
only by an unmoved mover2r. In view of his solution to the d.nopiu the single
moving mover in (l- l ') as well as rhe chain of moving movers in (l l- l l") are
evidently candidates for the prime mover, which has already been shown to
be unmoved as Aristotle points out in Phys. 267a21-b9: by answering the
d.tropto^ in Phys. 267b9-17 Aristotle not only bolsters this conclusion but also
shows beyond doubt that, if the prime mover were moving, it would cause
projecti le motion (l l- l l"). Since Aristotle's refutation of (II-II") hinges on the
fact he emphasizes in his account of projecti le motion at Phys. 266b28-
267a20, namely that  project i le mot ion is actual ly discont inuous22, the
purpose of this account must be to establish exactly this discontinuity and
thereby rule out the hypothesis in (l l- i l f that the motion caused by the prime
mover is projecti le motion.

rWhatever might be the moving prime mover in (l l- l l"), i t certainly cannot
cause the same motion as Aristotle's unmoved prime mover, for the sphere of
the fixed stars cannot be moved as if i t were a projecti le2r. Nor can one
assume that this moving prime mover l iterally causes projecti le motion on the
cosmic scale. For one thing, the assumption that the prime mover would
cause literally projecti le motion at the cosmic level if i t were itself in motion

&tr).o nap' &tr),ou, rionep nd).cr, iIdXfu ini triv prnroupdvcov, ei Drarperoq dv 6 ri i lp [i tb
ii6op] xrvei &).).og aei xrvo6pevog.

20.  The mover which in ( l - l ' )  causes forced mot ion by s imul taneously pushing and pul l ing
what is moved causes the motion Aristotle calls 6iv1or,q: | 6i D(v4orq otyxercol i( EI(eo6 re
xai  d ioecog'  dvayx1.pdp tb 6tvo0v tb p iv Etrxetv rb 6 '< i0eiv ' tb p iv T&p ag'a6to6 rd 6 i
npdq a0tb &yet  (Phys.244a2-4);  c f .  Simpl ic ius, In Phys.  1053.24-27 (Diels) ,  and Phi loponus,  .hr
Phys .875 .17 -18  (V i te l l i ) . 6 i v r1o r ,q  ( ro ta t i on  abou t  an  ax i s )  i s  one  o f  the  two  k inds  o f  mo t ion
proper to a sphere (Cael .290a9-10).

21.  Phys.267b15-16:  dpgotdp<og 6 'o01 oi6v te p(cv elvar,  a) . ) . ' iXoptdvqv.  pr6vr1 &pa
ouveXlq i)v xrvei td axivltov.

22. Phys.267al2-l5t abq piv o6v 6v roiq 6v6elop6voq 6ri priv xrveio0ar 6rb D' rlpepeiv
iyyiyverar, f1 x(vr1org, xai o0 ouveXrlq, a),),& gaiveral. ii yap ige[1g 6vtcov r) &nropdvcov
tortv'o0 y&p Ev tb xrvoOv, &).),' iX6peva d).).r1).arv.

23.  Nor is  there any reason to assume wi th Alexander of  Aphrodis ias ,  apud Simpl ic ius,  /n
Phys. 1356.33-1357.5 (Diels), that the moving mover in (II-II ') is actually the sphere of the fixed
stars and,  consequendy,  that  the mot ion th is mover causes is  the mot ion of  a p lanetary sphere
which is  carr ied westwards by the encompassing sphere of  the f ixed stars.  Ar istot le is  c lear ly
interested in whether cont inuous mot ion can be caused by successive moving movers,  each
moving the next  one in the chain (cf .  Phys.267bl1-15 quoted in n.  19),  but  the sphere of  the
fixed stars cannot be conceived as such.
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is as bizarre and hard to articulate as the assumption that the sphere of the
fixed stars moves as if i t were a projecti le. For another, the moving prime
mover in (ll-ll") brings about a motion which fails to qualify as the primary

motion caused by the prime mover because it is discontinuous and not
because it cannot be eternal. This suggests that on the hypothesis in (l l- l l")

the moving prime mover is tacitly assumed to cause eternal motion; if this is
So, however,  th is mot ion cannot be l i teral ly project i le mot ion which
necessarily comes to a stop. It follows that the moving prime mover in (ll-llJ

must cause forced motion which is not l i terally projecti le motion but merely
akin to it - in a certain fundamental way this forced motion is like the forced

motion of projecti les but differs from it in that it is eternal. This eternal

forced motion must be on the cosmic scale and, since it is caused by a moving

mover, this mover can only be a material body. Given, therefore, the demon-

strandum in Phys. @. 10 Aristotle must be concerned to refute (l l- l l") be-
cause, if the eternal forced motion in (II-l l") is the primary cosmic motion,
then the prime mover is the finite or infinite material body which brings

about this eternal forced motion. Aristotle's implicit point in ruling out (l l-

II") is that the prime mover cannot be this material body: if i t were, it would

cause a forced motion which, though eternal, is fundamentally akin to

projecti le motion and so cannot be the primary motion caused by the prime

mover, for the primary motion must be not only eternal but also continuous

and projectile motion is not continuous.

Viewed in this light, Aristotle's discussion of projectile motion rn Phys. @.

10 is not primarily intended as a contribution to the understanding of this

kind of forced motion. It is rather part of his argument rn Phys.O. 10 to the

effect that the prime mover is not only unmoved but also immaterial. That a

crit ique of Plato is part of Aristotle's discussion of projecti le motion in Phys.

@. 10 helps substantiate the above, for it allows one to understand why in (l l-

II") Aristotle considers the possibil i ty that, if the primary motion in the

cosmos is a forced motion akin to projecti le motion but eternal, the prime

mover is a moving material body, namely the body which brings about the

forced motion in question. In hrsTimaezs Plato explains by &vtrnep("oraorc,

not only projecti le motion and the complementary processes of exhalation

and inhalation but also the eternal cosmic motion which is, though, not the

rotation of the heavens but the constant upward and downward motion of

the elements (Tim.57d7-58c4). Plato assumes that there is no vacuum within

the heavenly sphere and that, as a consequence, the small particles of one

element rush between the larger particles of another element (Tim.58a4-b5),

exactly as air moves round a projecti le in order for the formation of a
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vacuum to be avoided2a. However, the small particles of one element push
apart  the larger part ic les of  the other element which in their  turn push
together the smaller particles of another element (Tim.58b5-8): since there is
no vacuum, the displaced large particles apparently displace the smaller
particles of another element in order to occupy their places and, since the
latter can only be pushed into the interstices between the large particles of
any other element they f ind in their  way thereby displacing them, the
successive displacement goes on ad infinitum.

As a result of the dvtrnepIo'cd.oL;, quantit ies of all four elements move
eternally upwards and downwards away from and back to their proper places
(Tim.58b8-c4) thus making possible the transformation of one element into
another,  a process which Plato l ikens to a c i rc le (Tim. 49b7-c7)2s.  L ike
Aristotle, Plato assumes that elemental change is contingent on a quantity of
one element (e.g.  water)  encounter ing a quant i ty of  another element (e.g.
fire). As a result of this encounter, the quantity of one element is displaced or
ndiv ided" (Tim.56dl-e1),  i .e.  the part ic les of  th is element are broken down
by the particles of the other element into their triangular atomic components:
the lat ter  <sett le> (cf .  Tim. 56d7, e5, 57a2,bl-z)  or  recombine (cf .  Tim.

56d4-5) into the smaller particles of the nwinning> element (cf. Tim. 57b2)
but Plato also envisages the possibi l i ty  that  some large part ic les of  the
nlosing,' element are simply forced to move away by the impact (cf . Titn.

57a7-b7) toward their proper place26. The dvtr,nepioro.ouq explains how a
quantity of one element can encounter and thus act on a quantity of another
element. If the formation of a vacuum is to be prevented, the small particles
of e.g. f ire must crowd into the interstices between the larger particles of e.g.
water which are thus pushed apart and displaced or break down into their
triangular atomic components: since, however, the displaced large particles
can only displace any finer particles of other elements they meet, they push

24. ln Cael .306b3-9 Ar istot le objects that  Plato 's universe cannot be a plenum because,
although Plato assigns the cube and the pyramid, the only solids which can fi l l up a place without
leaving interstices, to the particles of earth and fire respectively, he must assign two other regular
polyhedra ( the octahedron and icosahedron) to the part ic les of  a i r  and water.  Cf .  A.  E.  Taylor ,  A
Commentary on Plato's Timaeus,Oxford 1928 , p. 399: na spherical region cannot be completely
f i l led up wi th rect i l inear sol ids of  any k ind,  unless you are prepared to suppose that  there is  an
inf in i te range of  d i f ferent  s izes of  them from some f in i te magni tude down to the actual ly
inf in i tesimaln.  For Taylor  Plato 's c la im that  there is  no vacuum with in the heavens should not  be

taken too l i teral ly .  See also L.  Br isson & F.  W. Meyerstein,  Inuent ing the Uniuerse:  Plato 's
Timaeus, the Big Bang and the Problem of Scientific Knowledgq Albany, NY 1995, pp. 55-56.

25.  Cf .  the compar ison of  respirat ion,  which is  necessi tated by the absence of  vacnum and is
thtrs a lso expla ined v ia &vt lneptoraotg,  wi th a turning wheel  inTim.79b7-cI .

26.For i l lustrat ive examples of  Timaean elemental  t ransformat ions see G. Vlastos,  Plato 's
Uniuerse, Oxford 1975, pp. 70-72.
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these finer particles together and either force them to recombine into their
own form or simply displace them (Tim. 57a7-b7) so that the processes of
dvtrnepload.oL; and the concomitant elemental transformation go on ad
infinitum.

Thus the &vtr,nepIo'cd.oLS allows Plato to explain not only projecti le

motion but also the eternal motion on the cosmic scale. Since, therefore,
Aristotle's account of projecti le motion at Phys. 266b28-267a20 is couched
as a crit ique of a rival explanation of this motion via ,&vtrrcepIoad.oL;) rt
stands to reason that he is interested in projecti le motion only inasmuch as
projecti le motion is of the same type as the forced motion whose explanation
by means of &vttrcepioraotq constitutes for Plato a satisfactory answer to the
question why there is eternal motion on the cosmic scale; since Aristotle
tackles the same question in Phys. @, this is exactly what one would expect to
be the case with a crit ique of Plato's &vrlrce ptoraotq in this treatise. It
cannot, however, be accidental that the refutation of the hypothesis in (ll-ll")

is grounded in the account of projecti le motion at Phys.266b28-267a20 and
that, as seen above, on this hypothesis the primary motion caused by the
prime mover is a forced motion akin to projecti le motion but eternal: if,
therefore, the eternal forced motion in (ll-ll'J is, as is plausible to assume, the
same as the eternal forced motion whose explanation amounts by Plato's
lights to a satisfactory account of the eternal motion on the cosmic scale, the
material prime mover in (l l- l l") brings about the eternal forced motion of the
sublunary elements in Aristotelian terms. Now the forced motion of the

sublunary elements is akin to projecti le motion for Aristotle too and, if i ts

explanation sufficed to account for the eternal motion on the cosmic scale, as

Plato thinks, the primary motion caused by the prime mover would be this

forced motion, not the rotation of a heavenly sphere as Aristotle takes it: in

this case, however, Aristotle could identify the prime mover with the finite
material body which causes the eternal forced motion of the sublunary
elements.

In order to show that locomotion is prior to, or a necessary condition for,

growth and qualitative change Aristotle argues in Phys. @. 7 that growth pre-

supposes qualitative change, for it is in effect the change of one of rwo con-

traries into the other and thus for everything that changes qualitatively there

must be what causes this change and turns e.g. something potentially hot into

actually hot27. Viewed in the broadest terms, as is appropriate in a cosmo-

27. Phys.260a29-b2: d,Ddvatov ydp aU[4orv eival atr],or,droeroq pl npoUnaplo6orlq' tb

y&p a6(crv6pevov Eocv plv rbg 6jroio a0friverar, Eotrv E' tbg &vopro(co' rpogl 1dp trd.yerar

rQ ivavtirp rb ivavriov. npooyilverdr Ei n&v yryv6pevov 6potov opoito. &vdyx1 olv

atr),oioorv eivar, rilv ei6 tavavtia petaBotrilv. d).).c pilv el ye a).),oroOraq 6ei tt eivctt tb atrtror,-
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logical context, Aristotle's example is a case of elemental transformation (cf.
DA 4l6a2I-29), the ultimate cause of qualitative change in the sublunary
sphere: a quantity of earth, which is potentially hot and thus actually cold,
turns into fire, which is actually hot, if acted upon by a quantity of fire which
increases as a result of the elemental transformation2s. Since, therefore,
Aristotle argues that locomotion is a necessary condition for the trans-
formation of earth into fire because an actually hot agent must approach the
potentially hot patient in order to affect i1zr, the locomotion in question can
only be recti l inear natural motion3O. For one of the two ways in which heat

oOv xai noroOv ix roD Euvdpec Oeppo0 ivepyeiq 0epp6v (text continues in n. 29). uGrowth
presupposes qualitative change which makes assimilation of food possible" (Graham [above, n. 2],
p.  121;  cf .  DA 4L6a2l f f . )  and in reducing growth to qual i tat ive change brought about by the
act ion of  the hot  Ar istot le presupposes his doctr ine that  f i re is  a nco-cause,  in nutr i t ion (DA
416a9-18, GA 740b29-33; on these passages see G. Freudenrhal, Aristotle's Theory of Material
Substance, Oxford 1995, pp. 29-34).

28.  Cf .  the conclusion of  Ar istot le 's  account of  the f i rs t  mechanism of  e lemental  r rans-
formation in GC 2.4: xa\ ndtrrv inei rb piv nDp Enpdu xai 0epp6v, i Di 1"4 tf.ruxpov xai Eqpov,
iav g0apfr  td { , ru1p6v,  rcSptorat  d* ng G3la36-b2).  The destruct ion of  one contrary b.v the
other means that the destroyed contrary has turned into the contrary which acted on it and thus
that each contrary is in potentiality the other; cf. GC 334b20-26: Eorl y&p td dvepyeiq Oepprov
8uvdper Qulpdv xai td Evepyeiq tfuXpbv Duvdpter 0epp6v, cbote [...] perapd].],er elg &).].r1],a.
6poic,lg Ei xai ini t6v &),).r,lv ivavriarv. Kai npdlrov o6ror r& ororXeia p.eraB<i).),er, ix 6i
to6tov oapxeq xai dot& xcxi td totarjta, to6 piv 0eppo6l,vopdvou tpuXpor), toO 6i {.ru1pou
0eppro6 [ . . . ] .

29.  Phys.260b2-7:6i ) ,ov o6v 6tr .  tb xtvor iv oul6poioq 6Xeq atr t r '6r i  p iv i ly6repov or i
6i noppcotepov to0 &).).or,oupdvou iotiv. : 'ol(na E' &veu gopAg orix ivDdXerar unaple rv. ei
iipa dvayxl aei xivrlolv elvcrt, dvdyxq xai gop&v crei elvar, npdrrrlv t6.rv xlvloecov, xai goed3,
ei Eoclv I piv npdrtl I D'6otdpa, ti lv nporulv.

30.  In h is comments on Pbys.  260b2-7 Simpl ic ius,  In Phys.1265.36-1266.2 (Diels) ,  assumes
that  the locomot ion Ar istot le has in mind is  the mot ion of  the food which must be moved in
order to be digested.  Since Ar istot le does assume that  nour ishment comes f rom the dry and the
wet when these are acted upon by the natural source of heat in the stomach (PA 650a3ff.), there
is no doubt that nourishment and thus growth presupposes the motion of food toward the innate
heat of  the stomach. I t  is ,  however,  unl ikely that  th is is  the mot ion which in Phys.  260b2-7 is
argued to be pr ior  to qual i tat ive change. Ar istot le at tempts to show that  locomot ion is  pr ior  to
qualitative change per se but this general claim cannot be established by first reducing growth to
qualitative change and then pointing out that growth qua qualitative change presupposes the
motion of food toward the digestive tract. The generality of Aristotle's argument is better served
i f .  in  Phys.  260b2-7 the af fect ive source of  heat  which is  somet imes c loser to,  and somet imes
far ther f rom, what is  to be changed is the sun:  for  one of  the two causes of  the constant
qualitative change, i.e. elemental transformation, in the sublunary sphere is the annual motion of
the sun in the ecliptic whose inclination causes the distance between the sun and a given locus of
qual i tat ive change to vary around the year ( the other cause is  the rotat ion of  the heavens;  GC

336a31-b9,337a7-15).  I f  th is is  so,  however,  then i t  is  c i rcular  locomot ion ( the annual  mot ion of
the sun in the ecliptic or the rotation of the heavens) which in Phys. 260b2-7 is shown to be prior
to qual i tat ive change and thus Ar istot le 's  point  in th is passage concerns only the type of
locomotion which, as will turn out, is primary whereas Aristotle explicidy establishes the priority
of  locomot ion in general ,  i r respect ive of  whether a type of  locomot ion wi l l  turn out  to be
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reaches, and thus interacts with, earth is the forced motion of fire away from
the periphery of the sublunary sphere: quantities of fire are dislocated from
their natural place by the rapid rotation of the heavens and, thrust into air,
are forced to move downwards (Meteor.34La28-31: Dcd te ta6triv o6v ti lv
crir(av d.glxvei:'ar, npbg tdv6e tbv t6zrov f1 Oepp6tnq, xai Erd tb tb ne-
pr,dXov n6p rdv d€pa Erappalveo0al tfr xrvlloer no].trdxr,q xai gdpeoOcxt }iq
xarro) but this forced motion is explained by the rectilinear natural motion
of the air. Alexander (In Meteor. 17.26-30 [Hayduck]) notes that, if heat is
transmitted to the Earth by the fire which is forced to move from its natural
place, air becomes a <moving cause of heat for f ireo ([...] rb nepr,6Xov n6p

[...] Ono tfrq iyxux].[ou triv &otpcov xrv4oeorg no],].dxrq Er,axpivera( te xai
g€perat ptq. xoro, Ev0a 6 drlp, xai gep6pevov 0epp6t4tog aitr,ov a0tQ
y[vetar,). The other way by which heat is transmitted to the Earth does not
presuppose air as a <moving causeo - air functions simply as the medium
through which the heat generated by the rapid daily motion of the sun flows
to the Earth (Alexander,In Meteor. 17.18-25 [Hayduck]). If, however, heat is
transmitted by masses of fire forced from their natural place into the lower
stratum of air, then air is indeed a ,,moving cause of heato, as Alexander puts

it, for on Cael.3.2 the forced motion of an element is caused by the natural

motion of air. As air can force a piece of earth to move upwards in virtue of

its moving naturally upwards, it can also force a mass of f ire to move

downwards in virtue of its moving naturally downwards as well.

Since now in Aristotle's sublunary sphere water constantly changes into

air, air into fire and finally f ire into water (GC 337a4-6'1, quantit ies of f ire

must constantly act upon some air or be acted upon by some water but this

can be so only if quantities of fve are constantly displaced from their natural

place so as to come in contact with either air or water which is accumulated

on the surface of the Earth (cf. Meteor. 340a7-8)3t. If, however, quantities of

fire are constantly forced to move downwards, on the Cael. 3.2 account of

forced motion numerically distinct chains of contiguous air masses must be

constantly in natural motion. Now for Aristotle the changeable sublunary

primary. In this l ight the secondary type of locomotion, i.e. rectil inear natural locomotion which

along with circular locomotion is indeed presupposed by qualitative change, must also be prior to

qualitative change.

31.  Air  is  t ransformed into f i re by the f i rs t  of  the three mechanisms of  e lemental  change

descr ibed in GC 3.2:1. . .1 ix nupbg pt lv  Eotat  &i1p Octtdpou petaBdtr t rovtog ( tb pt lv  y&p iv
Oeppbv xai (r1p6v, rb 6i 0eppbv xai 6yp6v, rSote dv xpatr10fr td (r1pbv 6nb to0 0ypoti, ailp

Lomn) t...1 (331a26-29). Fire is changed into water by the second mechanism: av<i1x4 ydp, ei

to:'ol i( 6Dcrto6 nOp, rp0apivat xai tb {.ruXpbv xai tb 6yp6v, xcri ndtrrv el, ix p1g a1p,

g0apivar, xai tb {,ruXpbv xai tb Enp6u. 
'Ooa6rcog 6i xcri ei Bx nupbg xai &dpog 68op xai yi,

avayxrl apg6tepa petapd),),er,v. Abr4 plv o6v lpovtr,rtdpa f1 ydveoq (GC 331b7-11).
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elements imitate the changeless celestial bodies in that they are always active
(Met. L050b22-30) and, since the eternal activity of the celestial bodies is
their circular motion, i.e. the natural motion of the aether, the eternal activity
of the sublunary elements must also be their natural motion32. Air is of course
always in natural motion not because the entire quantity of this element in
the sublunary sphere always moves naturally but because at any given time
numerical ly dist inct  quant i t ies of  a i r ,  which is produced by the t rans-

formation of e.g. some water or earth into air, perform individuated but tem-
porally bounded natural motions33. It is in this sense that air is not in any
fixed place as it is constantly transformed into other elements under the in-
fluence of the sun's twofold circular motion (GC 337a7-I5); Aristotle cannot
imply that the entire quantity of air moves constantly to and away from its

natural place (or, equivalently, that the entire quantity of air is periodicallv

transformed into other elements). Thus the total quantity of air in the
sublunary sphere imitates the eternal activity of the celestial bodies in that
numerically distinct parts of this quantity are constantly in natural motion
which is thus not only eternal but also continuous in the derivative sense that
it imitates the continuous circular motion of the celestial bodies (GC 337 a6-

7). Since, however, it is this eternal and derivatively continuous activity of

air, i.e. its natural motion, that also causes the eternal forced motion of the

other elements, the finite quantiry of air in the sublunary sphere brings about

this eternal forced motion in the sense that numerically distinct parts of this

quantity, f inite both in size and number, constantly cause individuated but

temporally bounded forced motions.
The hypothesis Aristotle refutes in (l l- l l") can thus be recovered from

32. Cf. M. L. Gill, Aristotle on Substance: The Paradox of Unity, Oxford 1989, p. 235. For

W. D. Ross, Ansfotle's Metaphysics, Oxfo:d 1924, pp. 265-266, it is unclear whether the eternel

activity of the sublunary elements "refers to the natural movement of fire upwards, and of elrth

downwards, or to the constant tendency of the elements to change into one another, by virtue of

which Ar istot le says (De Gen et  Corr .  337a1-7) they imi tate the c i rcular  movement of  the

heavenly bodies"; the second alternative is adopted by M. F. Burnyeat et al., No/es on Book Zeta

of  Ar istot le 's  Metaphysics,  Oxford 1979, p.  145.  There are,  however,  not  two genurne

al ternat ives here because for  Ar istode the t ransformat ion of  e.g.  water  into a i r  entai ls  the nat t t ra l

motion of air, unless something prevents it: tb 1dp xo0gov liyvetar, ix pcrpdoq, olov i( 6Dato-1

alp (roirto y&p Duvdper nprirrov), xai i16q xo6gov, xai dvepliloer y' eu06g, &u ptn tt xto).ti 'n.

6v6pyera Ei to0 xo6rpou rd noU elvcrr xai &vo, xr,rldercrr E', 6rav iv tQ ivavrio rc:l.tofi (Phys.

255b8-r2).
33. Cf .  Phys.255b8-12,  quoted in the previous note.  For Ar istot le a quant i ty  of  water  ancl

the quant i ty  of  a i r  i t  y ie lds are speci f ical ly  but  not  numerical ly  the same (GC 338b14-18) and,

since he also posits that two quantities of water from the same fountain are only specifically the

same though strikingly similar (Top. I04al4-24), the quantities of air which at any given time erc

produced by elemental  t ransformat ion in the sublunary sphere are numerical ly  d ist inct ;  for  the

Aristotelian elements as proper particulars (r66e tt) see Gill (above, n.32), p. 84.
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Plato's explanation of the eternal motion on the cosmic scale: if one explains
the eternal motion at the cosmic level by accounting not for the rotation of a
heavenly sphere but for the forced motion of the sublunary elements as Plato
does, Aristotle can reach the conclusion that the prime mover, which is
responsible for the primary cosmic motion to be accounted for, is a moving
and finite material body (namely the finite quantity of air in the sublunary
sphere). What is more, Plato's account of the eternal motion on the cosmic
scale entails by Aristotle's lights that the prime mover is a finite material body
which causes eternal motion in virtue of its different parts constantly causing
individuated but temporally bounded motions - it is not the case that the
entire material body in question acts constantly on what is moved. Aristotle,
however, concludes that the prime mover, which by definit ion causes eternal
motion, cannot be a finite material body because he has shown in (a) that no
such body can cause eternal motion but (a) clearly holds only for entire
material bodies acting constantly on what is moved (see Phys. 266a2I-22).
Ruling out (l l- l l") is, therefore, t ightly woven into the cosmological argument
rn Phys . @. 10: for, if Aristotle is to conclude that the prime mover cannot be
a finite material body, he must not only rely on (a) but also refute the
hypothesis in (l l- l l") - a finite material body is the prime mover because it
does cause eternal motion in that different parts of it constantly cause
individuated but temporally bounded motions. Since the account of projecti le
motion spearheads Aristotle's refutation of the hypothesis in (l l- l l"), this
account is also an integral part of the cosmological argument in Phys. @. 10
and is motivated by the fact that for Aristotle this hypothesis is raised by
Plato's account of the eternal motion on the cosmic scale. \f lhat Plato ac-
counts for is the eternal forced motion of Aristotle's sublunary elements
which, by Plato's l ights as well as by Aristotle's, is of the same type as the
forced motion of projecti les: thus the implication of Plato's account which
threatens Aristotle's conclusion in Phys. @. 10 can be defused via the correct
explanation of this forced motion.
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